Dear Prime Minister,
As you will appreciate, the Government is approaching a critical phase in the Brexit
negotiations and the whole country is watching.
In June 2016, the people of the UK voted in historic numbers and by a majority of 1.3 million
to leave the EU. In so doing they voted to take control of our laws, money, and borders and
they instructed the Government, Parliament and the courts to make this happen. This is the
true measure of a successful Brexit. The vast majority also sought a prosperous future outside
the EU.
In your splendid Lancaster House speech, you recognised that Brexit can only be achieved if
we leave the single market and the customs union and we leave the jurisdiction of the ECJ in
its entirety. Since then, it has become very clear from its actions that the priority of the EU is
to promote the interests of its 27 other members over those of Britain, and that the EU
“project” is of paramount importance. This is a legitimate objective, but it is at odds with the
will of the British people. The disposition of the EU has been made clear in our recent
meeting with EU chief negotiator M Barnier and through the utterances of President Macron.
The Leave campaign and, in particular, Leave Means Leave, have consistently put forward
the belief that the UK can be more prosperous by pursuing global trade, maximising the
opportunities arising from the new economic freedoms Brexit will afford. We have also
favoured offering the EU a reciprocal trade deal with zero tariffs, as per the Canada deal, an
arrangement between two sovereign states unshackled by rules and obligations.
The clock is ticking and we are approaching the last moment at which business can properly
prepare for Brexit. Given this, and in order to give business certainty and confidence, and to
make Brexit a reality, we now call upon you and the Government to do three things:
1) To declare now what our post-Brexit economic policy will be, taking all the opportunities
that our new found economic freedoms afford.
2) To take earnest, visible and practical steps now to prepare for global trade under WTO
from March 2019.
3) To offer the EU a “Canada-style” reciprocal trade arrangement with heads of terms to be
agreed by July this year and details agreed by October. The EU has made it clear that such a
deal would be acceptable and, therefore, there should be no impediment to a swift resolution.
If the EU rejects the Canada offer, we would be able to press ahead with global trade under
WTO and take the opportunity of our new economic freedoms. No trade deal should be
agreed which fails to be as good as global trade under WTO rules.
A Canada style deal is a good outcome for the UK covering 98 per cent of goods and 92 per
cent of agriculture and would obviate the need for a transition period, thus bringing forward
in time the benefits of Brexit.
In addition, we should expect that all administrative arrangements will be agreed by October,
such as Open Skies, border control, and visa arrangements.

It should be made clear that Britain will deliver its tacit agreement on EU payments as they
fall due, but only if the above conditions are met.
We assure you that you have our support in pursuing the result that the British people voted
for.
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